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Abstract—We present LL-MEC, the first open source Low-
Latency Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) platform enabling
mobile network monitoring, control, and programmability while
retaining compatibility with 3GPP and ETSI specifications. LL-
MEC achieves coordinated resource programmability in end-to-
end slicing scenarios by leveraging SDN towards an appropriate
allocation of resources, thus drastically improving the perfor-
mance of slices. We evaluate LL-MEC in three practical case
studies, namely, (i) end-to-end mobile network slicing, (ii) RAN-
aware video content optimization and (iii) IoT gateway, and show
that it achieves a 2-4x lower user plane latency compared to LTE,
while enabling low latency edge applications to operate on a per
millisecond basis. Also, we highlight the benefits of RAN-aware
applications in improving user Quality of Experience (QoE),
showing a significant user latency reduction along with a much
lower variability compared to legacy LTE. Last, a compatibility
evaluation of LL-MEC over the OpenAirInterface real-time LTE
platform demonstrates the scalability merits of LL-MEC due
to the use of an OpenFlow Virtual Switch for the user plane
function, rather than a Linux kernel in typical LTE setups.

Index Terms—MEC, SDN, Programmability, LTE

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the key challenges towards a 5G era in mo-

bile networking is the ever-increasing demand for resource-

hungry, content-rich services such as HD video streaming

and augmented reality, which require both low latency and

high reliability. Another challenge stems from the Internet of

Things (IoT) use cases, which demand throughput provision-

ing, reliability, and low-latency connectivity among a large

number of devices. Rather than redesigning the architecture,

several popular solutions try to address these challenges via

network slicing [1]–[3] and IoT gateway [4]. In this context,

the ETSI-specified Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) pro-

vides a low latency cloud environment for applications at the

network’s edge to monitor and control the underlying networks

in close proximity with the users, hence posing a remedy

for the aforementioned challenges. As an example, video

streaming requests by User Equipment (UE) can be served via

MEC-hosted applications, as MEC can program data paths and

redirect traffic to local or remote serving nodes that improve

the perceived user experience in a totally transparent manner.

MEC is characterized by its proximity to the Radio Access

Network (RAN) as well as for providing real-time access to

radio network information to applications. This feature, in

particular, highlights low latency as a key point in MEC,

while Multi-RAT connectivity provides interoperability and

coordination to cater the needs of different access technologies

through appropriate network abstraction, enabling a unified

User Plane (UP) convergence that is reflected in the term

“Multi-access”. Last, besides its technical benefits, MEC

opens the network to authorized third-parties who can rapidly

deploy innovative applications, thus creating a new market and

an unprecedented value chain in mobile networking.

Considering that programmability is a key MEC require-

ment, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) poses a promis-

ing approach that is already extensively used in non-mobile

networks. Along these lines, we can leverage the well-

defined OpenFlow [5] SDN protocol for moving the Control
Plane (CP) away from physical devices and for abstracting

the underlying infrastructure, creating an unparalleled series

of innovation and customization opportunities of network

applications. Also, the success of SDN in non-mobile net-

working gives the right motivation to apply SDN in the Core
Network (CN) of LTE [6]. By separating the CP from the
UP, SDN virtualizes the mobile network components such as

the Mobility Management Entity (MME), the Control planes

of the Serving-Gateway (S-GW-C) and the Packet-Gateway (P-

GW-C) as potential MEC applications. In essence, MEC can

leverage CN programmability and further extend it in the RAN

segment to further delegate control decisions.

A. Contribution

A considerable research interest on SDN and MEC has

focused on conceptual frameworks, yet in absence of an open

source platform for evaluating the benefits of SDN-enabled

MEC services. This motivates us to explore and demonstrate

coordinated network programmability through our MEC plat-

form and an ecosystem of network applications running on top

of it. The main points of our contribution can be listed as:

1) LL-MEC: We contribute the first open source 3GPP-

compliant implementation of a Low Latency Multi-access
Edge Computing (LL-MEC) platform that covers multiple APIs

aligned to ETSI MEC specifications. LL-MEC is an extended

and concrete implementation of [7], using the extended Open-

Flow [5] and FlexRAN [8] protocols, and addressing three

types of latency: (i) User latency, defined as an end-to-end

user transport latency; (ii) Control latency, which captures

the latency of the underlying network MEC to perform an

action on behalf of an edge application, e.g. for control and/or

monitoring; and (iii) Application latency, which represents the

latency for performing MEC actions by edge applications.

2) Network slicing: We enable network slicing in both the

edge and core network segments by sharing physical resources

across multiple logically isolated networks. Building upon

MEC and SDN, LL-MEC achieves a coordinated resource978-1-5386-6831-3/18/$31.00 ©2018 European Union



(radio resources, switching bandwidth) and UP programma-

bility for end-to-end slicing, hence drastically improving per-

formance through appropriate resource allocation.

3) Platform evaluation & validation: We evaluate the per-

formance of LL-MEC in three different practical case studies:

(i) end-to-end mobile network slicing; (ii) RAN-aware video

content optimization; and (iii) IoT gateway featuring dedicated

core network (DCN), paving the way for the 5G community

to engage into new investigation directions via our platform in

further case studies. In a nutshell, our thorough results validate

that LL-MEC yields a significant user latency reduction along

with a much lower variability compared to legacy LTE. Also,

a compatibility evaluation over the OpenAirInterface (OAI)

real-time LTE platform [9] proves that LL-MEC exhibits

significant scalability merits against a massive number of

UEs, due to the Open Virtual Switch (OVS) used for the UP

functionality, rather than a Linux kernel in legacy LTE setups.

B. Paper structure

We discuss the implementation of the LL-MEC platform

for SDN-based mobile networks in Sec. II, providing coordi-

nated CP and UP programmability. In Sec III, we provide a

compatibility assessment of LL-MEC over the OAI [9], using

Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) UEs. Also, we present a

system performance assessment in terms of CPU load and

traffic latency, showing significant user latency gains and

good scalability features. Next, Sec. IV presents a thorough

evaluation of the LL-MEC platform in three practical case

studies Finally, Sec. V outlines the related work before we

conclude and discuss our future work goal in Sec. VI.

II. LL-MEC DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

This section provides an overview of the architecture and

identifies the design challenges for realizing a low latency

MEC platform. Fig. 1 portrays that the MEC application

manager stands as the foundation for the upper-most layers,

providing the (Mp1) programming interface for applications.

The middle layer includes two core components, namely,

the Radio Network Information Service (RNIS) and Edge

Packet Service (EPS) that manage the RAN and CN network

services, respectively, based on the CP and UP APIs in the

abstraction layer, respectively. Standing at the bottom-most

layer, eNBs and OpenFlow-enabled switches comprise the

UP functions. FlexRAN and OpenFlow comprise the CP

functions and abstract all information and expose it via the

abstraction API (Mp2). The platform operates on a software-

defined mobile network consisting of multiple LTE eNBs and

physical or software OpenFlow-enabled switches. Following

the separation of CP from UP, we adopt “X-GW-C” and “X-

GW-U” as the corresponding notations for 4G service (S-GW)

and packet (P-GW) gateways and 5G session management

function (SMF) and user-plane function (UPF). Note that

According to ETSI specifications the Mp1 and Mp2 reference

points comprise interfaces between the different layers.

A key point in LL-MEC relies on its software-development

kit (SDK) providing a unified applications development en-

vironment that allows to apply coordinated control deci-
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Fig. 1: High-level schematic of LL-MEC.

sions across the RAN and CN segments. The FlexRAN

and OpenFlow abstraction protocols used for the RAN and

the CN, respectively, facilitate communication among the

different network elements. Along with their corresponding

APIs, FlexRAN and OpenFlow are integrated in LL-MEC to

enable a two-way interaction between them, hence allowing

to fulfill requests from a limitless set of edge applications

and to execute precise tasks onto the underlying networks.

Besides this, LL-MEC is designed to support time critical
RAN operations and the deployment of different priority-level

applications when interacting with the platform.

A. Design Challenges

A first key design challenge for realizing LL-MEC refers to

the separation of the CP from the UP throughout the RAN and

the CN, whereas a second challenge regards the coordinated

CP and UP programmability across the RAN and the CN

with real-time access to RAN information. Another challenge

regards scalability with the large number of users and services

and, finally, a fourth challenge refers to the flexibility of

registering low latency applications and services in order to

support time-critical control decisions, priorities and deadlines.

B. Mobile Network Abstraction

The abstraction layer models the required operations for

the underlying network through a unified interface. In LL-

MEC, the CP API and UP API comprise the abstraction layer

for RAN and CN, respectively, by providing the necessary

information for MEC platform and applications development.

LL-MEC control protocols are divided into: (i) RAN enabled

by FlexRAN [8] and (ii) CN through OpenFlow [5]. FlexRAN

provides an abstract view of the radio network status (e.g.,

signal strength) by extracting parameters with a required

granularity level. Also, it enables to modify and control the



Fig. 2: Sequence diagram of S1/S5/S8 bearer setup.

state of the underlying network, passing control decisions

per subframe, e.g. for reconfiguring resource blocks for UEs.

OpenFlow, provides a fine-grain programmable UP through the

abstraction of the underlying data paths, allowing the switch

to handle GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) packets in the CN.

C. Edge Packet Service

Edge Packet Service (EPS) is a main component, bringing

a native IP-service end-point for MEC applications to meet a

specific purpose. For example, UE incoming traffic is routed

after the rules setup in the switches by EPS and can be

altered dynamically to optimize routing. Being a core LL-

MEC entity, EPS offers the interfaces towards its northbound
and southbound, namely, Mp1 and Mp2 in Fig. 1.

Mp1 is the interface for MEC applications to instruct

basic and advanced functionalities in the underlying network

such as default/dedicated bearers (re-)establishment, QoS for

GBR traffic and specific requests. Considering LTE legacy

compatibility, Fig. 2 shows the relevant messaging for the

S1/S5/S8 bearer establishment procedure. Upon issuing a

Modify Bearer Request by either the LTE attach procedures or

EPS Mobility Management Service Request, X-GW-C notifies

LL-MEC for bearer establishment via a UE Setup Rules
Request, allowing it to trigger OpenFlow rules for setting

up the switch. When X-GW-C receives a UE Setup Rules
Response, the bearer establishment is confirmed. The message

for calling the UE Setup Rules Request API must include

user identities like uplink/downlink tunnel ID and bearer ID.

Likewise is the procedure for supporting QoS for GBR traffics

through OpenFlow meter and group tables.

Mp2 is the interface for MEC applications to instruct the UP

on routing traffic via OpenFlow rules. The types of rules that

EPS maintains in OpenFlow handler (Fig. 1) are: (i) default
rules pushed to OpenFlow-enabled switches on connection

establishment for handling Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)

and Domain Name System (DNS) queries; (ii) UE specific
rules for establishing the default and dedicated bearers for

UE; (iii) and MEC application rules pushed to OpenFlow-

enabled switches on events registered by applications. With a

well-defined full set of rules, UP gets fully separated from CP,

thus improving user latency (Sec. II-A and III-B).

D. Radio Network Information Service

Specified by ETSI MEC1 RNIS in LL-MEC exposes real-

time RAN information to MEC applications such as radio

1ETSI GS MEC 002 MEC;Technical Requirements

bearer statistics, UE-related measurements and state changes,

or power measurements, by interacting with CP API. It is

possible to adjust the granularity of information per cell,

UE or radio access bearer, and to request information once,

periodically or when an event triggered. The CP API defines

a set of functions used by the UP to notify the CP about

events such as the initiation of a new Transmission Time

Interval (TTI). In order to have a clean separation of RAN

CP and UP, the FlexRAN protocol and the RAN Information

Base (RIB) [8] are integrated to LL-MEC. FlexRAN acts as

an abstraction layer allowing the management of the higher-

level control operations in a technology-agnostic way likewise

to how OpenFlow abstracts the datapath in the wired network.

The RIB maintains all statistics and configuration details about

the RAN that are accessed by applications. Furthermore, RNIS

can have direct and high priority access to the RIB on per

millisecond basis to ease control latency due to the integration

of RIB in LL-MEC. Thus, an edge application can, e.g., query

each user link quality to provide a quasi real-time throughput

indication in the next time window.

E. MEC Application Framework

MEC applications can be developed for any purpose and

without a detailed knowledge of the underlying network due

separating CP from UP. Mp1 and the SDK built on top of it

facilitate a programming environment, with the SDK offering

a uniform interface and means for platform communication

while abstracting the multiple choices of Mp1 including a

REST API, a message bus and a local API for different

application requirements. Examples include monitoring and

acquiring information through the message bus, managing

traffic rules via the REST API within 100 ms, or optimizing

content based on radio quality within a single ms. Applications

can also access basic LL-MEC functionalities through Mp1

such as a service registry and an event mechanism [7].

Another pivotal LL-MEC feature regards its different appli-

cation scheduling recipes like round-robin or deadline-based

for adapting different task priorities. This significantly lowers

application latency and meets with control deadlines.

III. SYSTEM EVALUATION

We deploy a LL-MEC platform with one and multiple

OpenFlow-enabled switches, using Open vSwitch v2.5.1 under

OpenFlow protocol v1.3 for handling UP traffic.2 In order to

have GTP tunneling functionality, we applied an OVS patch

to the Open vSwitch 2.5.1 implementation. It is, however,

important to note that a physical switch with OpenFlow and

GTP supports can also work with LL-MEC. Fig. 3 illustrates

two different setups: SDN-based LTE with LL-MEC and

legacy LTE. All components, such as eNB, CN, Open vSwitch

and LL-MEC run on a commodity Linux-based PC equipped

with dual-core i5-661 CPU at 3.3GHz and 4GB of RAM.

Depending on the experiment, LL-MEC is connected either

to a massive S1-U packet generator via Gigabit Ethernet or

2http://mosaic-5g.io/ll-mec/



(a) Setup for LL-MEC in SDN-based LTE.

(b) Setup for legacy LTE.

Fig. 3: The evaluation setup.

to OpenAirInterface (OAI) LTE eNB with a radio front-end

(Ettus B210 USRP) and COTS UEs (Nexus 6p and HUAWEI

E392 4G LTE dongle). The massive S1-U packet generator is

based on the Python Scapy library to craft and send customized

GTP packets with different packet sizes and inter-departure

times down to every ms. The massive S1-U packet generator

can send traffic with GTP encapsulated up to 10000 UEs

simultaneously. This way, we assess LL-MEC user latency

compared to legacy LTE under high-load conditions. We

conduct two types of experiments: (i) Compatibility with

measurements taken in a real LTE network with COTS UEs to

evaluate the throughput performance; and (ii) Scalability with

measurements taken in a real LTE CN with generated UE-to-

eNB traffics to evaluate the benefits of CN offloading when

redirecting both the CP and UP traffic.

A. Compatibility

We setup two testbeds: (i) an SDN-based LTE network with

LL-MEC deployed and (ii) a legacy LTE network (Fig. 3).

We use the OAI in both setups as a real-time 3GPP compliant

LTE environment for attaching one COTS UE over the air.

OAI allows to verify that our SDN-based LL-MEC can

operate with full LTE functionality, thus providing the related

latency measurements. All measurements use the same eNB

configuration, namely, FDD with transmission mode 1 (SISO)

and 5 MHz channel bandwidth in band 7. In addition, in

SDN-based LTE setup LL-MEC requires the user identities

along with appropriate rules to be applied onto the OpenFlow-

enabled switches for establishing the UP.

TABLE I: Throughput with 5MHz channel bandwidth

Setup Mean (MB/s) Std. dev. Min Max

Downlink
Legacy LTE 15.691 1.648 11.5 18.9

LL-MEC 15.112 0.67 14.9 16.7

Uplink
Legacy LTE 8.214 1.059 4.19 11.5

LL-MEC 8.197 0.644 7.34 9.44

Table I shows throughput recorded with iperf over a 60 sec

period on a per second measurement basis. COTS UEs in either

setup have full Internet access reaching maximum throughput

(15MB/s in downlink and 8Mb/s in uplink) for a 5MHz channel

bandwidth. We observe a better stability in both downlink and

uplink throughput (lower standard deviation) for LL-MEC due

to the separation of CP and UP.

B. Scalability

We study LL-MEC scalability with the number of UEs. In

what follows, we consider both CP and UP scalability.

Control Plane: Establishing default and dedicated bearers

in LL-MEC (see Sec. II-C) takes place through an interaction

among X-GW-C, EPS and switches. This induces extra control
signaling compared to the establishment of UP in legacy LTE

(e.g., tunnel end-points setup and iptables) due to UE, QoS and

OpenFlow setup rules. We measure the total payload in terms

of transmitted bytes 3 used to establish default and dedicated

bearers as a function of the number of UEs for both LL-MEC

and the legacy LTE network. To assess the total signaling over-

head, the X-GW-C is placed outside the LL-MEC platform.

In addition, we characterize the contribution of OpenFlow

setup rules to the total overhead. Fig. 4 shows that LL-MEC

introduces a signaling overhead for both default and dedicated

bearer establishment due to the messages for setting up UE-

specific, QoS and OpenFlow rules between X-GW-C, EPS and

switches (see Fig. 2 for the message exchanges). This is the

cost of providing UP programmability towards applications.

However, this overhead can be significantly reduced if X-GW-

C is deployed as a service on top of LL-MEC, in which

case the traffic of S11 and S5/S8 can be transmitted locally.

Thus, the only remaining overhead is for OpenFlow setup rules

from EPS to OpenFlow-enabled switches, which significantly

lowers signaling (see Fig. 4, labeled as OpenFlow rules setup).

User Plane: We deploy a massive S1-U packet generator to

transmit a large number of GTP encapsulated ICMP packets

in order to determine the load of SDN-based core entities.

We generate traffic as soon as the generator and MME are

instantiated to gradually increase the number of UEs as shown

in Table II. LL-MEC traffic originates from different numbers

of UEs every 100 ms with 1400KB payload. The Round Trip

Time (RTT) is measured upon receiving the Echo-Reply ICMP

packet. Our setup is likewise to the one in Fig. 3, only the

massive S1-U packet generator acts as both UEs and eNBs

sending GTP traffic over the S1-U interface directly through

the wired network. For the CN, we use OAI with the MME
scenario player feature, allowing the network to emulate the

attachment procedure of a large number of UEs.

Figure 5(a) shows that S-GW CPU load increases dras-

tically, reaching ∼50% for 100 UEs contrary to LL-MEC

for which it remains 5%. CPU usage is measured for the

entire S-GW machine, with a 50% of CPU resource usage

translating to a single fully-loaded processing core. Therefore,

when the number of UEs reaches to 5000 the S-GW is

already overloaded, contrary to only ∼6% in the case of LL-

MEC. This is because the OAI S-GW-C implementation is a

single-threaded process, thus it cannot scale with the number

of available cores. Nevertheless, the S-GW CP is not the

real bottleneck, as it is only in charge of the establishment

3Sum of each message payload related to LL-MEC, LTE, and OpenFlow.



(a) Default bearer (b) Dedicated bearer

Fig. 4: Control Signaling Overhead: colored regions show the contribution
of LL-MEC (yellow), legacy LTE network (green) and OpenFlow rules setup
(purple) to the total overhead.

of the UP. Data traffic is actually handled by the Linux

GTP kernel module, its corresponding library and iptable

rules used in OAI. Any observed performance loss is mainly

due to the Netfilter [10], which is the main cause of CPU

overloading. This result reveals the benefits of CP and UP
separation, as the CPU overhead for context switching can be

avoided to drastically improve scalability and performance,

thus highlighting the benefits of MEC in terms of dynamic

traffic offloading, scalability and resource efficiency.

(a) CPU usage (b) Latency

Fig. 5: CPU usage and Latency against the number of UEs.

Regarding RTT measurements, Fig. 5(b) indicates that LL-

MEC reduces user latency significantly and with a much lower

variability compared to legacy LTE. Also, LL-MEC latency

is ∼5ms for 20 UEs and ∼12ms for 5000 UEs with 0% packet

drop rate. Nevertheless, legacy LTE latency exhibits a spike

for 1000 UEs, i.e during the time when a massive packet

drop takes place (see Table II) due to CPU overloading (see

Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) together). This implies that processing each

packet in the legacy LTE setup requires more computing re-

sources than LL-MEC and poses scalability issues in general.

The outcome of this part of our evaluation is that the SDN-

based design of LL-MEC lowers UP latency by a factor of 2

on average and improves performance as an overall.

TABLE II: ICMP packet drop rate per number of UEs.

#UEs 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000
Legacy LTE 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.72% 7.86% 77.13% 77.09%

IV. CASE STUDIES

For all of the considered use cases presented next, we rely

on the OAI platform as an evolved LTE platform and keep the

same configuration as presented in Fig. 3.

A. End-to-End Mobile Network Slicing

Network slicing is a key enabler for sharing physical net-

work resource across multiple logically isolated networks in

5G, hence supporting a wide range of vertical segments with

a diverse set of performance and service requirements. LL-

MEC is a platform that enables slicing for achieving isolation

and performance guarantee in the UP by leveraging partially

the 3GPP enhanced dedicated core network (eDECOR)4 con-

cept. A network slice is essentially a group of UEs having the

same requirements or belonging to the same administrative
domain, with no traffic or policy differentiation within a slice.

Figure 6 shows how LL-MEC enables network program-

ming for creating two network slices; one that is served locally

by MEC and gets a higher over-the-air performance, and

another one that gets a best-effort performance via direction to

a back-end server. We use an over-the-air LL-MEC in SDN-

based LTE. Slices are created with 1 COTS UE each, while

the percentage of radio resources and switching bandwidth for

each slice follows the corresponding slice-specific policies.

Edge Network 
LL-MEC 
 

OpenFlow switch 
(X-GW-U) 

X-GW-C 

low latency network slice 

best effort network slice 

y

Datacenter 

Video Video 

X-GW-C 

Video Video 

Fig. 6: Overview of end-to-end network slicing.

We design a slice policy enforcement algorithm to apply

different RAN resource allocation strategies, and implement a

low latency MEC application interfacing with the LL-MEC

platform through the SDK. The EPS does dynamic routing

management at the edge through the SDK, while real-time

control can be delegated back to the RAN. To demonstrate the

benefits of end-to-end slicing, we change the enforced policy

on-the-fly and measure the resulted downlink throughput.

Specifically, we consider an uncoordinated and a coordinated
end-to-end resource programmability scheme in terms of radio

resources for the RAN and switching bandwidth for the CN

parts, with corresponding performance results appearing in

Fig. 7. For the case of uncoordinated programmability we

enforce a policy at time t=10s that implies 1 Mbps for slice 1

and 15 Mbps for slice 2. Then, we apply a second policy

at t=20s, this time only to RAN in order to lower the rate

down to 50% of radio resources (i.e., 8 Mbps) for each slice.

Finally, we enforce a third policy only to CN at t=33s to

increase the switching bandwidth to 6 Mbps. For coordinated

programmability, however, only one policy is enforced at t=18s

to both the RAN and the CN, so as to create a best-effort slice

with 1 Mbps and a low latency slice with 15 Mbps.

The results confirm the benefits of MEC and unified SDK
for enabling coordinated programmability and network slicing.

For uncoordinated slicing (Fig. 7(a)), bandwidth is not used

43GPP 23.707 Release 13; Stage 2 (2014); 3GPP 23.711 Release 14 (2015).



(a) Uncoordinated slicing (b) Coordinated slicing

Fig. 7: Mobile network slicing.

efficiently due to the asynchronous/uncoordinated resource
allocation between RAN and CN. For coordinated slicing

(Fig. 7(b)), however, the anticipated performance gap between

the “Low-Latency Slice” and the “Best-Effort Slice” is evident,

while resources get appropriately allocated to each slice in

accordance to their specific requirements.

B. RAN-aware Video Content Optimization

We consider video optimization as a low latency application

and study the benefits of RAN-aware applications on improv-

ing user QoE. We monitor the cell load status and radio link

quality obtained from RNIS in order to adjust content quality

(e.g., via transcoding) at the server, parallel to enforcing a new

resource allocation policy to the underlying RAN. This allows

to jointly improve both network efficiency and user QoE (e.g.,

by avoiding buffer freeze). Note that in this use case we use

a low latency network slice, as previously described in Fig. 6.

TABLE III: CQI index mapped as max TCP throughput

CQI Downlink (Mb/s) Uplink (Mb/s)
15 15.224 8.08
11 11.469 6.04
9 9.88 4.47
7 5.591 2.49
4 1.08 0.69

We implement a simple HTTP video streaming application

on top of LL-MEC and the choose channel quality indicator

(CQI) as a flag to reflect radio link quality for each UE.

When a UE accesses the video service, the LL-MEC can (i)

program the routing path and redirect traffic to one of the MEC

applications if the requested service is matched, e.g., based on

the destination IP address), and (ii) adapt the rate according to

the estimated UE throughput. There are multiple approaches to

throughput guidance on the top of the LL-MEC RNIS module

like exponential moving average or even a discrete link-quality

to throughput mapping. Table III shows the maximum video

TCP bitrate through a discrete mapping between CQI and

a sustainable TCP throughput identified during experiments.

This value serves as a predicted user throughput allowing the

server to adjust transcoding. As a follow-up to Sec. IV-A,

coordinated slicing and joint programmability managed by

authorized MEC applications results in an effective mobile

network. Also, note that the timescale of detecting CQI

changes is significantly less than the one in the TCP congestion

mechanism. Instead of a reactive, a proactive adaptation of the

service demand is also feasible through RNIS.

UE MMEeNodeB X-GW-UDe-X-GW-U

2. Initial UE

4.Initial Context Setup Req (With tunnel info of De-X-GW-U)

5. Continue Bearer and OpenFlow Rules Setup

1. Attach Req

3. Slice ID Identified

Fig. 8: Sequence diagram of DCN

C. IoT Gateway

In this last case study we consider LL-MEC as a platform

to deploy an IoT Gateway at the edge, leveraging again

(see Sec. IV-A) the eDECOR concept for CN slicing. Fig. 8

portrays a simplified sequence diagram on how user traffic

is directed to a dedicated X-GW-U (De-X-GW-U) in LL-

MEC based on slice IDs. Upon the reception of an attachment

request containing the slice ID, MME/X-GW-C maps the UE

slice ID (stored in HSS) to the De-X-GW-U and initiates a set

of OpenFlow rules for this newly instantiated switch. Then,

the tunnel information setup for De-X-GW-U is included in a

Initial Context Setup Request sent to the eNB. At this point,

the dedicated user UP is established between the eNB and

the corresponding switch. We consider 2000 devices equally

split into two slices of a 1000 devices each. We use our

massive S1-U packet generator for sending sensory data to

dedicated switches in accordance to device slice IDs. Latency

measurement shown in Fig. 9 for both with and without slicing

indicate that with a dedicated UP we can achieve not only

traffic isolation and scalability, but also improve performance

greatly by lowering traffic latency and the variability.

Fig. 9: Latency measurements of isolated IoT slices.

V. RELATED WORK

MEC attracts a considerable research interest [11]–[14]

form academy and industry with some specifications com-

pleted and work in progress. Initially, ETSI presented the

MEC ecosystem and main service scenarios in [15] to provide

a cloud computing environment for applications and content

in close proximity to the RAN. In addition, several MEC

services are proposed to offload tasks from mobile devices

to further reduce power consumption [16], [17]. The work

of [18] proposes a hierarchical MEC architecture leveraging

cloud computing and migrating mobile workloads for remote

execution at the cloud. A comparison among MEC, fog

computing and Cloudlet can be found in [19] and a complete



conceptual MEC architecture considering full functionalities,

interfaces, and applications in [20]. Likewise to ETSI MEC,

Cloudlet aims to provide computing resources at the networks’

edge. However, it is loosely-coupled with the underlaying

network, as it does not specify interfaces and data models

for the applications to interact with the network.

SDN is a building block of MEC featuring the decoupling

of CP and UP, the consolidation of the CP, and network

programmability through well-defined APIs. SDN came with

the invention of the OpenFlow concept [5] and has been

extensively used in wired networking. Using SDN for the CN

of LTE is an intuitive first step, with much work exploring this

concept [21]–[23] in mobile networks from different aspects

such as scalability, 3GPP interoperability, and performance

evaluation. SoftRAN [24] is a centralized CP for RAN that

abstracts all base stations into a virtual big base station.

FlexRAN [8] provides a flexible CP to build real-time RAN

control applications and remains flexible to realize different

degrees of coordination among RAN infrastructure entities.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We propose LL-MEC, a low-latency MEC platform that

exploits SDN to facilitate low-latency edge-routed user traffic

flows in mobile networks. Towards a desired performance, LL-

MEC employs the required flexibility and programmability to

coordinate decisions across different network segments while

remaining compliant with 3GPP specifications and ETSI MEC

ISG functionalities. Performance results reveal the benefits of

LL-MEC in reducing user and application latency in three

case studies, confirming its applicability in emerging IoT use

cases, content optimization, and network slicing. Future work

includes focusing on use cases deserving a more profound

study such as policy and charging control, location-aware

services and intelligent management towards a self-organizing

MEC platform, inspired by machine learning and works like on

congestion pricing [25]–[27] or [28]–[30]. Finally, LL-MEC

will support an earlier version of OpenFlow with interesting

features like meter action and extensible flow entry statistics.
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